bear undue hostility to other nations,' relies on a definition that ignores the recognition of common interests and desire for co-operation and mutual assistance. For example, during the Munich Crisis of 1938 Skelton told King that 'we are the safest country in the world as long as we mind our own business.' Instead of isolationism, Crowley sees this as making King aware of the need to make any war a Canadian war and thus Skelton 'provided the Liberal government with the means to overcome its disunity so that the country entered the Second World War without major dissension.' Similarly, Skelton strongly supported the League of Nations ... only if it involved no help to others and no loss of sovereignty.
Skelton's relationship with King also deserves closer study. The affirmation that 'in a democracy, politicians rule; civil servants only provide an array of ammunition for their choosing' is insufficient. One person can influence another in many ways, and for Skelton his resource was King's recognition of his expertise. This does not mean that when push came to shove Skelton could overrule King, as Ernest Lapointe, with different resources, was able to do on a limited number of occasions. The way Skelton presented the ammunition for the prime minister's choosing and the recommendations he added did influence policy, even though King would often convince himself later that he had been responsible of course, calculating such influence is very difficult.
The advantages of this excellent book far outweigh the few areas that could benefit from closer attention. This is a celebration of error as indicative of authenticity, a corrective to 'false' ideals of totality and completion. Its subtitle should be its title, since the book is a dissertation-style engagement with theory and criticism, liberally quoted, and uses Joyce as little more than a primary example. For three dubious reasons, Tim Conley attributes an 'aesthetic of error' to Joyce. The first reason is that Joyce was aware of and interested in errors, since his characters make them although these are not, of course, Joyce's errors. Conley sees these fictional errors as paradigmatic for Ulyssess but fails to indicate how, since he does not address textual instances of irreducible ambiguity or aesthetic misjudgment. The second reason is that there are editorial problems with Ulysses that are difficult or impossible to resolve none, as far as we know, intended by Joyce. The third reason is
